Solution overview

Knowledge management solutions for the new age training
institutes

High cost of education , lack of flexibility and limited agility in
catering to the changing knowledge of the industry makes
traditional academic bodies less attractive

Training Institutes – Current Scenario
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Why should Training Institutes go online ?
The busy world demands flexibility ! Neither the faculty , nor students
like to loose time in busy traffic and get stuck to a rigid schedule.
While training institutes are already catering to the changing
knowledge needs of the economy, they should also think about
implementing a learning system that embeds well with the every day
busy life of stakeholders.
Going online has many advantages
Tap the Global Market

Widen the Mentor network

Establish a low touch training system without
compromising on quality
Avoid redundant efforts and create
reusable assets
www.teachedison.com
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Myths about online learning
Many believe that online learning can not be as effective
as classroom learning and it is expensive to set up cloud
school. Hold on, read the myths below…
E-learning means teaching over web tools
Using Skype / Hangout for lecturing will not provide a great
learning experience. You need a tailor made solution with a
teaching technology kit that can replicate classroom , peerpeer learning experience

Need Huge investments on infrastructure
There is a notion that setting up a cloud school is capital
intensive. This is definitely NOT true. Even an individual will find
it affordable to run his /her school online on finding the right
partner

Buying an LMS is enough to go online.
Technology is as good as what you make out of it. Garbage in
means garbage out!. What you need is a holistic end-to-end
solution that covers everything from technology, pedagogy,
content to custom branding that can help you hit the ground
running!
www.teachedison.com
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The holistic, full stack solution which can seamlessly take you online!

We take care of all the teaching logistics and provide you
with a reliable solution so that you can focus on what you
are best at – TEACHING!
Branding

Technology

Pedagogy
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Support

Technology

Pedagogy

A platform comprising of – Live
lecturing, knowledge
management, collaboration,
administration with hassle free
on-boarding!

Instructional design framework
to enable offline teaching
methods go online and maximize
learner engagement.

Support

Branding

Secure and Scalable platform
backed by reliable support team
with timely insights for
optimizing courseware based on
learner behaviour.

We will help you right from logo
designing to setting up online
payment portal to make your
business go live
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Our Engagement Model

Start

Identify Gaps

Understand your training
domain
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Winner

Implement

Identify bottle necks and process
improvement areas for going online

You are all set to scale.
We have your back

Do a phased implementation and
collect data points to measure
effectiveness

Perform Audit

Chart Pilot Project

Pivot

Evaluate pedagogy and
student operations

Propose a solution, Charter a
project plan for implementation

Arrive at the right formula
to deliver best learning
experience
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LOOKING TO SCALE YOUR
BUSINESS ?

Write to us - enquiries@teachedison.com

